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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Brian J. Lyttle, DISA Cyber Executive, Joins Suss Consulting  

  
JENKINTOWN, PA., October 11, 2018 – Suss Consulting, a leading provider of federal IT strategy, market research, 
capture and proposal services, today announced the addition of Brian Lyttle as a Principal Consultant.  Mr. Lyttle 
served most recently as the Defense Information Systems Agency’s (DISA) Program Executive Officer-Cyber (PEO 
Cyber). 
 
“Brian’s experience and insights as the leading DISA cyber security executive will be invaluable to our clients as they 
design and implement the next generation of government IT solutions and services,” said Warren Suss, President of 
Suss Consulting.  
 
As PEO Cyber, Brian oversaw DISA’s key cyber products and programs including: the DoDIN Perimeter; Joint 
Regional Security Stack (JRSS); Endpoint Security Solutions, such as HBSS; Cyber Situational Awareness; Public Key 
Encryption (DoD PKI); and, Network Operations.  Brian led a restructuring of the portfolio’s organization, personnel, 
programs, and fiscal resources which streamlined delivery and operations of vital security products.  He increased 
operational availability of critical infrastructure from 76% to over 95%, and streamlined critical updates from days to 
hours. The team’s work was recognized with two “DoD CIO Team Awards”, several Agency recognitions, and 
increased budget from Congress.  
 
Brian also served as the Program Manager, Global Command and Control System-Joint (PM GCCS-J), the Defense 
Department’s premier Command and Control system.  As the PM, Brian ensured over 30 Federal and International 
partners received timely updates to products actively supporting worldwide combat operations with critical warfighter 
information and decision-making capabilities.  Brian oversaw the development and release of several major software 
versions, and established the groundwork for a significant upgrade to the system, known as Global Command and 
Control-Joint Enterprise (GCCS-JE).  He also upgraded the security infrastructure, and eliminated redundant items to 
reduce the sustainment costs of GCCS-J by 25%. 
 
For the Army’s Strategic Mission Command (SMC), Brian served as the Product Manager (PdM) for today’s Command 
Post Computing Environment (CP CE), an Army effort to consolidate infrastructure from multiple programs of record.  
He led the development and release of several key Army products, including the Defense Readiness Reporting System-
Army (DRRS-A), Global Command and Control System-Army (GCCS-A), and the interoperability products within 
Common Software as well as Battle Command Common Services. Brian’s other key assignments included: Assistant 
Program Manager, Net Enabled Command and Control System; and Assistant PM, Net Centric Enterprise Systems; 
and, Combat Developments Officer. 
 

Contact: Ashley Pendrak, 215-884-5900, ashley.pendrak@sussconsulting.com  
 
About Suss Consulting Inc. 
Suss Consulting provides services to both industry contractors and the federal government. The firm has helped 
contractors win more than $50 billion in government contracts through its strategic planning, market research, 
opportunity capture, and proposal services.  For more information, visit Suss Consulting at www.sussconsulting.com. 
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